Student Government Airs Carnival Plans Okay Patrons Projects by Cynthia Hagler

Frank Edwards, editor of the Amosclia, attended a regular meeting of the Student Government last Thursday night. He reported that the suggestion had been made for selling individual student patron tickets at $1.00 each. This subject was taken up by Jim Stegmaier, chairman of the School Spirit Committee, who said that the committee had a wise representative from the clubs and classes; therefore, it would be willing to undertake the patron ticket project.

Because of the abundance of last year's Amosclia still remaining in the bookstore, it was suggested that all students be reminded that they are entitled to a yearbook free of charge. It is part of their tuition paid for the semester.

Winter Carnival

Discussion of the Winter Carnival presented at the meeting included sites for the affair. Pocono Mountain Jim and Owego Lodge are the only two places out of nine approached that can handle the Carnival on the date planned. The choosing of the site has been tabled until the special meeting of the Student Government next Tuesday night.

Chairmen of the various committees have been chosen by the organization. From Winter Carnival are Mike Armstrong and Dick Barnes. They are as follows: program, George Reynolds; publicity, Judy Butchko; chairman, Cynthia Dysleki; and music, Elie Pesta.

Report on the car carnival showed that 159 participated with 100 students going along for the ride. The comments were many and favorable on the decorated cars and the spirit of the students.

The Policies Committee of the Student Government has set up their programs on school activities and events along with other programs and will plan tomorrow for next Tuesday's special meeting. At that time they will be voted on by Student Government members.

The minutes of each Student Government meeting are also microographed. One copy is posted on the bulletin board and others are placed in the mail boxes of all campus organizations.

Dick Salzer suggested that there be a Student Leaders' Conference some time in January before the evaluation committee visits the college in February of next year. This proposed meeting will be the same time in January of next year.

Because of a conflict in schedule, the Freshman Dance date was moved up from February 26, 1960 to December 4, 1959. This proposed move was approved by the Student Government.

Gordon Roberts made the suggestion that the Christmas vacation All-College Dance sponsored by the Student Government should be handled by the undergraduate members of the government. This proposal received approval from the group of representatives in particular, the senior members.

NOTICE

“Near Bleer Brawl” at Catlin Hall, Tuesday, December 13, 1959, at 9:00 p.m., free admission, sponsored by Gore and Catlin Halls, Music by the Ambassadors. Bring your own mugs.

Dick Cole has allowed a 1 o’clock curfew to women dorm students; attending the Bleer Brawl, Monday and Tuesday.

Collegians to Sing: No Admission Charge To Gala Holiday Affair by Mary Frances Barone

The Thanksgiving All College Dance, Student Government’s annual treat, will be held on the night after Thanksgiving, Friday, November 27. This twelfth annual affair is looked forward to by all the Valley college students. In the past years this dance has attracted from eight hundred to one thousand people.

Dancing will be from nine to twelve, and admission will be free. The music will be provided by Jack Helton’s Band through the courtesy of the Musicians Trust Fund.

Bill Peters and the Collegians will appear at the intermission. The Male Chorus will do a few of their favorite songs.

The co-chairman of the All College Dance are John Rosegay and Corinne Rome. The following are the committee chairman: publicity, Bob Washburn; program, Dick Barnes; refreshments, Judy Butchko; decorations, Gwenn Gould; music, Elie Pesta. The chaperones of the dance are Miss Millie Gitana and Mr. Robert Morris.

Last years students representing Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Colgate, Scranton, Penn State, Syracuse, Cornell, and Lehigh Universities; Kings’; Beaver, Marywood, Mimericoria, Lafayette Colleges; Jefferson, Temple, and Hofmann Medical Schools; and West Point; Annapolis, M.I.T., as well as many nursing schools attended the holiday event.

Next Assembly Features Faculty Pianist,计划

Next Tuesday's Assembly program

Mr. Harry Trebilcox, pianist, will present a musical program at next Tuesday's Assembly program.

Harry Trebilcox, a native of Trucksville, Pa., formerly a student of Wilkes College, is a graduate of the Eastman School of Music, Rochester, N.Y. While at the Eastman School, he contracted paralysis polio with the tragic result that it left his right arm paralyzed. He did not turn away from his major interest, the study of the piano, but continued to develop his left hand. The repertioire of works for the left hand alone is extremely limited, and it was for this reason that Mr. Trebilcox began making transcriptions of works for the left hand.

His program will consist of his transcription of “The Pictures At An Exhibition” by Modesta Moussorgsky. Moussorgsky, one of the famous Russian “Five,” was inspired to write this suite after viewing a set of paintings by the artist Alexandre Hartmann. The original paintings have long since disappeared, but Moussorgsky’s transcription is now a regular part of his repertoire. The suite is a transcription of music in the piano literature.

ATHLETES NOTICE

All candidates for the basketball, swimming, squash, and tennis teams must report to the rear of the gym on Tuesday following Assembly. Group pictures will be taken. Uniform of the day — jackets, white shirts, ties.

Bill Shupert

College Blood Drive Nets 63 Pints; Response Pleases Red Cross Officials

by Jay Olsey

Sixty-eight Wilkes students appeared at the local Blood Center last Friday to donate blood and to help refuel the drive that went along with the drive.

The Center collected sixty-three pints from these donors resulting in the largest collection from Wilkes since the program was begun in 1956. This can be compared to the collection held last spring which netted only 31 pints.

Wilkes’ Donor Day is held each year by the students. The next blood drive is planned for Thursday, January 19, 1960.

Naylake will return to Wilkes Thursday night to present a free show in the auditorium. The show is scheduled to begin at 8:00 p.m. The show is sponsored by the Student Government.

Today's News

Judge Brominski, Bill Shupert Will Oversee Contests

Channel 22 Announces Possible TV Coverage Of Season’s Top Dance by Jean Shafrokt

Judge Bernard C. Brominski and Sabrina disc jockey Bill Shupert will host guests of honor at tonight’s “Beatnik Bop.”

The big feature of the evening will be the judging of beads and ‘beat’ outfits at intermission. Since it is imperative that this be a fair contest and could be better than to have a ‘real live’ judicial—Judge Brominski—and a disc jockey who is adept in the musical preferences of the beat generation — Bill Shupert or stutation WGR.

The popular Judge Brominski will be recently elected to the Common Pleas Court of Luzerne County. His band, “Amnicola,” is keeping their stutes and will be judged by the board.

Musical judge Bill Shupert officiates over the “Beatnik Bop,” heard nightly over station WAVL. Although he is not an expert in the music that is currently popular with the beat generation, he is well-versed in the music of the past and present years.

Persons who attend the dance may not only have fun, but will also make guest appearances on television the following evening. Tom Powell, news director of station WDAO, Channel 22, reports that there is a possibility of his sending a camera crew to record all dances.

Shupert was enlisted to provide a proper atmosphere for these beat activities, and the decorations committee has planned beat decorations. Persons attending the affair will find that the gym has been transformed into a Greenwhich Village scene. Exhibutions of art, paintings and sculptures will dominate the decor.

Members of the Psych-Soe Club, sponsor of the dance, have planned a very unusual evening.

FRESHMAN DANCE

The Freshmen class will hold their special dance of the year on December 4 at 9:00 p.m. in the gym. Title of the dance will be "Mistletoe Magic." During intermission Santa Claus will appear to hand out certain presents to each student for Christmas. Donation will be 50 cents.

LIBRARY NOTICE

Library Hours (Nov. 23): Wednesday — 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Thursday (Thanksgiving Day) — 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Friday — Closed
Good Planning, Good Show

We don't ordinarily care to go aboard on either public or private transportation facilities during the week we think the Psychology-Sociology Club deserves a tip of the editorial hat.

A discerning reader of the 1959-60 Beacon will note that the Page One headline stories have not been about the weekly dances until this week. The reason for that is simple. We present the space given to stories concerning the role of the College in the Community, the activities of organizations which best publicize the College's attempts to take an active role as a source of cultural development, and put feature stories—concerning regular dances—in at the bottom of Page Four of a four-page edition.

This exception is the week that the personalities involved in tonight's performances are NEWS. While we don't intend to suggest that the Beacon staff advocates "Beatnik" tendencies, we do see this night's activities as a possible source of real amusement and entertainment that people will be talking about the seat of higher learning and a popular radio personality. In addition, some faculty members are also along going with the fun and will take active part in the intermission programs.

We don't imply that we will automatically reject a dance story as Page One material but if such affairs are given advance publicity consisting only of the names of committees, the names of the band and a brief description of the decorations, its news value is limited and it will receive feature treatment. When a great deal of advertising, originality, and novelty is involved in a part of the advance news, we will go out of our way to see that it is presented to the general public in a fair and useful way.

Friday night dances are a wonderful thing for the College, giving all people from a variety of interests a chance to gather together and enjoy the evening. Those sponsoring these events and social calendar dates have an obligation as well as a chance to make a little money for their organizations. The responsibility is simple—to provide an interesting night for the people who make the treasury-fattening activities a success or a failure. Give the entertainment-seekers something to interest and entertain them and be able to help in helping the College and financially as well.

We think tonight's program may well fill into that category. We can only hope that every Friday night dance will offer as much.

A Job Well Done

Our sincere thanks to the Administration for the paving job done on Franklin Street. Leaving the College when the Winter sports roll around, the parking lot behind the dorm seldom failed to develop bong-jarring ruts, as well as getting into a muddy condition during the remainder of the week. The inconvenience and discomfort to people attending functions at the gym in rainy weather.

This week, you will see that this will all be a thing of the past now. It's a real pleasure to drive through to Franklin Street from the rear parking lot and drive over a smooth surface. For an extra charge of parking, originality, and novelty is involved in the smooth-off driveway entrance for easier passage to the street.

A Job Well Done

WHAT WHERE WHEN... Beatnik Hop — Tonight, 9-12, Gym, Music by the Blue Notes sponsored by the Psychology-Sociology Club Retailing Club Meeting — Monday, 12 o'clock, Pickering Hall School Spirit Committee Meeting — Monday, 4 p.m., Room 205 I.C.G. Meeting — Monday, 5 p.m., Student Lounge Bible Study Group — Today, 12 noon, Bookstore Lounge Jaysmess Meeting — Tuesday, 12 noon, Rear room of Parish Hall Northeastern District P.A. — Tuesday, 10:30 a.m., Cafeteria A Night in Shanghai-La — Saturday, 8-12, Chapman Hall Ctrl Hall and Goo Hall Parties — Tuesday night Assistance — Tuesday, 11 a.m., Gym All-College Dance — Friday, November 27, 9-12, Gym Ballot Box — At Susquehanna, Wednesday, December 2 Organizing Committee of the campaign — Friday, December 4, 1959, 4-6 p.m.
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FRIDAY NOVEMBER 20, 1959

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dearest Mr. Editor,

Mr. Roberts' recent letter gives much additional information about the procedure involved in initiating the scholarship fund, but it does not answer the basic issue: tuition. Funds are needed for a different purpose from that stated in the column.

The Student Government's role may have been no more than to lend support to the administration, but this is of little consequence. What is important that the Student Government be in touch with the student body and ought to have been used to watch this administration's attempt to get the student body to divert itself to a program that benefits only a very small group of people. The program might be.

This matter is of real concern to those who take an interest in the welfare of the student body. We must give our students the opportunity to take a hand in the events of which they are the chief beneficiaries.

Respectfully yours,

LaVerne D. Engel

TO THE STUDENTS

Each year as a senior class prepare to leave its college, a good class song is needed. The senior class should be the only question of the type of gift which should be given. It must be a class memorial. The class of 1960 is presently considering this matter. It is felt that the gift should fulfill a need of the college. Therefore, it should be an award which would be appreciated if any members of the college, students of the college, or those who will come to the college. It must be something unique and special to the college. A suggestion box has been placed on the main desk in the library for this purpose. All suggestions will be appreciated.

Mr. D. Myers, Editor

Wilkes College Beacon

WHAT WHERE WHEN... Flood Tells CCUN Of His Laos Visit by Leon R. Baier

Congressman Daniel J. Flood, speaking at the College Council for the United Nations of Wilkes College, declared in his speech that "the enemy has declared his aim, not that of peace, but of permanent U.N. police force for Laos which would be a means of colonies." Mr. Flood was speaking in Southeast Asia today. As a member of the Van Fleet-McNamara military aid to Laos, Mr. Flood, a member of the military agreements commission, said that the United States today is faced with a fact-finding mission. Next week the CCUN, as part of its new pro-North Vietnam efforts, will hear from speakers from the Wilkes-Barre to atmosphere, including political, matters, will host Dr. Brens TED" (The History Department)

CAMPUS OBSERVER

SUPERSTITION BUSTER

Congratulations to Mr. Arthur Hoover, who on Friday, November 13, 1959, finally got an answer to his prayer. Mr. Hoover does not believe in superstition; it is also just as apparent that he does believe in the good work done by the Red Cross in their Blood Donor Day campaigns.

SHE THINKS FOR HERSELF

Miss Millie Gittins, manageress of the bookstore, is the proud owner of a 1956 Fontaine Starlight, colored cinnamon and cream. Everything is automatic except the driving.

BOOST THE BEATNIKS

Have you observed several students, all male, walking around campus with a large growth of hair on their faces? These persons are, of course, preparing for the Beatnik Hop which will take place tonight at the gym. Bill Shupert of "Sheppard's" Cafe will judge and pick a winner. It's only a rumor, but Mr. Arthur Hoover will probably send some beatnik poetry. Another unidentified poet will also recite some poetry; definitely not square.

STUDENT WITH SPIRIT

Have you noticed the letters from Roberta Feinstein? The Observer is glad to see that someone is finally trying to question the motives of an organization on campus. Whether she is right or wrong, she does not have this reference, and please note that another letter from her is being printed in this issue.

BEACON WELCOMES NEW MEMBER

The Observer welcomes to the staff of the Beacon a new reporter, Jay Levy by name, who this week was assigned to the weekly issue to inform the student body that the canteen is working out very nicely. It took the co-operation of both dorm and day students, and with continued operation, it will continue to work * * * *

All letters pro and con may be addressed to this column, care of the Beacon.

Yours truly,

The Campus Observer

WILKES COLLEGE BEACON

There Is An Answer

by Michael Bianco and Gordon Roberts

The authors were fortunate to be invited to attend a World- Assembly meeting this past week in Geneva. The meeting was called when Winter sports roll around, the parking lot behind the dorm seldom failed to develop bong-jarring ruts, as well as getting into a muddy condition during the remainder of the week. The inconvenience and discomfort to people attending functions at the gym in rainy weather.

This week, you will see that this will all be a thing of the past now. It's a real pleasure to drive through to Franklin Street from the rear parking lot and drive over a smooth surface. For an extra charge of parking, originality, and novelty is involved in the smooth-off driveway entrance for easier passage to the street.
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Versatile Joe Morgan Honored,
Helps Tie Final Soccer Match
Two-Letter Man Excels Also As Grapping Ace, Choice For MAC Honors

This week's recipient of the Beowulfs 'Athlete of the Week' award is Joe Morgan. His aggressive, all-out approach earned him a frustrated Wilkes soccer squad from defeat to a tie with a highly-charged Lycoming squad.

"Tiger," as he is known by his aggressive play, carried the soccer team to a 2-2 draw, Joe's play salvaged a few weakened moments of victory. His "never-give-up" attitude led the young senior to reach for many close contests and excavate himself to build up a place for himself and Wilkes.

Joe earned All-Conference honors for the past three seasons at half back and should be a contender for All-American again.

Soccer isn't Joe's only athletic endeavor as he is one of Coach Rees's top grappers and will serve as captain of this year's wrestling team. Last season he was Smith's "out-of-towners" are probable starters with having the inside track on scoring stability. Among the returning veterans with a forward berth are John Salt and Dan Mett.

Against the East team for scoring ability, and Ray Yanofsky, one of the two starting strikers, was injured playing football, and may be out for the season.

Among the top新鲜人是Phil Roski from Eastern, Gavender, and Harvey Rosen from Brooklyn.

Football Team Ends
Campaign, Loses 15-12
Antunes Top Gainer

The football team closed their 1959 gridiron season on the losing end of a 15-12 final score against the Old Dominion University last Saturday morning before 2,000 rain-soaked fans.

Neither team was able to score in the first half with both teams playing conservative ball control offense.

Fullback Marv Antunes led the Colonials' attack in the first half; he constantly ran up to the line of scrimmage for big chunks of yardage, but Wilkes was unable to score.

Time after time Scranton was stopped within scoring territory by a solid Wilkes defense. A total of three recovered fumbles and two defensive penalties were credited to the defensive unit.

Finally, with four minutes remaining regulation time, the Royals broke the ice as fullback Al Eigner carried the ball down the field for a 3-yard touchdown. Unluckily for Graziano over-called a touchdown.

Kickoff was returned 32 yards by Joe Morgan and by inside-right Chuck Billings.

Hoopters Face Strong Crusader
Outfit in Selinsgrove Road Test; Davids Welcomes Veteran Squad

For the past three weeks coaches Eddie Davis and Al Goldberg have been putting their '59-'60 edition of the Wilkes basketball team through drills for the season's opener against a strong Susquehanna squad. Davids' Colonial squad should improve last year's 9-11 record and will be a strong contender for the MAC crown.

With a strong starting crew of this Davids' who will see plenty of action are: George Gacha and Bernie Radicke. Gacha, although deadly with his jump shot, will be the play-maker while Radecki should again be one of the scoring leaders.

The tallest men on the squad are veterans Ron Boski and Bernie Radicke. This year's backcourt is very "out-of-towners" are probable starters with having the inside track on scoring ability. Among the returning veterans with a forward berth are John Salt and Dan Mett.

Against the East team for scoring ability, and Ray Yanofsky, one of the two starting strikers, was injured playing football, and may be out for the season.

Among the top新鲜人是Phil Roski from Eastern, Gavender, and Harvey Rosen from Brooklyn.
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Cheerleaders Initiate “Beat” For Cage Games

by Leona A. Basar

Gene Stickler, captain of the Wilkes cheerleaders, announced that the cheerleaders have initiated a new program for the basketball games. Bongo drums and a saxophone will be employed to add an extra B-A-A-T behind the cheers.

Flash cards which were used at the football games will be used on a smaller scale at the basketball games. Miss Mary Zolotok, new advisor for the squad, suggested the idea.

The cheerleaders, a completely independent organization on campus, are in the process of asking the administration for funds to pay for their expenses. Presently, the cheerleaders are listed under the athletic fund. The cheerleaders will be recognized as an official organization on campus as soon as their constitution is completed and submitted to the student government.

This year for the first time, the cheerleaders have represented the college at all away and home games. The cheerleaders are Gene Stickler, Dick Barnes, Rayn Finck, Raye Thomas, Georgia bowler, Judy Anderson, Ruth Aven, Priscilla McCracken, Valentine Williams, Rachel Altavilla, and Cathy Bronzini. Substitutes are Doris Gadman and Ann Curley.

Sociology

Spin a platter... have some chitter... and sip that real great taste of Coke.
Sure, you can have a party without Coca-Cola—but who wants to!

Battled under authority of the Coca-Cola Company by

**KEystone COCA-COLA Bottling COMPANY**

26 S. Main St. Wilkes-Barre, Pa.